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April 2017 President remarks

We have seen a healthy uptick in new members during the past quarter of this year, with some of our new
Golden Eagles members from the homestead area of the northeast. Captain Mark Sheprow has taken on the
leadership of the Newark Local Area Chapter of the Golden Eagles, hoping to build one or more LAC’s out
of the area of vast potential that encompasses the retired and still-active pilots from that domicile. You
probably know several other retired or senior working pilots from your past years of flying out of EWR. We
might suggest that you gather a group within your area, have lunch with Mark Sheprow and your old friends,
and help him put you on our map of new and old LAC friends.
Mark is fortunate to have a role model in this enterprise with Captain Russ McNire, who has built our
Denver LAC within a short time frame to a healthy base of up to 31 members who have participated in the
luncheons recently. Most of our new members during the past year are retired pilots from the Denver LAC.
We do not require new members to be retired, but only age 50 or older. We actually have attracted a few
new ASSOCIATE MEMBERS who retired from Delta, American and Eastern. We have found that pilots are
pilots, with the same shared interests, motivation and background.
We discovered early on that pilots joining our LAC’s don’t need a formal meeting agenda to keep coming to
meetings, just a reasonably large venue with good food, free parking and a nearby place to buy hearing aid
batteries. Your most effective marketing tool will be word of mouth. See the LAC Notes on our website, and
please tell us what you may learn while fleeting up your new LAC.
You will notice a substantial increase in content with this issue of the Golden Contrails, thanks to the sharing
of articles by our editor(s) and those of RUPA, our friends and associates. We listened to you when you
asked for more interesting articles and less from our officers. In the spirit of that request, we will visit again
next time.
Captain Bill Chambers, President
The Golden Eagles
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concern for their group. We are looking forward to
discussing and justifying our position on issues that
concern The Golden Eagles. We will report back to
you after the meeting.
Once again I am asking for volunteers to become a
member of our Executive Committee. We are in
need of members to bring their expertise, ideas and
management skills to make the GE even stronger
than it is now. In October Bill Chambers will have
completed his term as President and I will take over
that position. We are in need of a volunteer to
become President-Elect effective October 2017.
This volunteer would become a voting member of
the Executive Committee and over the 2 year term
become familiar with the operations and duties of the
Executive Committee.
Please consider this
opportunity to become more involved with the
organization. If you would like to discuss this
opportunity, please call me or any of the other
officers on the Executive Committee.
Have a great spring. I look forward to seeing you in
October at the convention in Houston.

THE PRESIDENT - ELECT

Greetings from sunny Naples, Florida. There is
nothing better than having your feet buried in Florida
beach sand rather than in New Hampshire snow!
I have been busy working on the details for our
upcoming Houston convention. Be sure to save
October 19-22 for our annual get together. This year
the convention will be held at the Hilton Houston
North in the Greenspoint area. For members flying
in for the event, the hotel provides free shuttle
service to and from IAH. Further details will be
posted on the GE website as they become finalized.
Members will be able to register and pay on the
website in the near future. Further information will
also be distributed through monthly e-mails. We
always have a great time at the convention and hope
that you will be able to attend.
This year our annual donation to The United We
Care Fund will be presented during the banquet.
Due to the generosity of our members, The Golden
Eagles has been able to provide a sizable
contribution to this worthy cause.
President Bill Chambers and I will be attending the Tom Doherty
next retiree summit in Chicago with United CEO
Oscar Munoz and the other retired employee groups
of UA on April 12. Our first meeting in October
2016 was an opportunity to meet Oscar and other
management personnel from HR and other
departments. For the second meeting, all of the
retiree groups were asked to provide major topics of

Convention Dates 2017
October 19-22
April 2017
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Email Notification Program Report Spring 2017
Dave Newell
Executive Vice President/Email Liaison
davebnewell@gmail.com

Since it is such an important issue, our members
are reminded to keep their contact information
updated by using the Roster Update form in the
Membership section of our website. This allows all
of the officers concerned with maintaining the
membership records to be informed of any changes.
Your cooperation in this regard is greatly appreciated.
We would like for you to be able to continue to
receive all communications from the Golden Eagles
and keeping your contact information current will
enable us to keep you “in the loop”.

The Email Liaison report for this issue of the Golden
Contrails will simply consist of reminding our current
members and advising our new members that there is a
statement of policy regarding our email notification
program on the Golden Eagles website. This statement of
policy is found under the Membership section and the
Email Notification Policy subsection. Because many of
our members do not use online access to the information
on our website, the Email Notification Program will be
presented at the end of this report for their benefit. Our
regularly published monthly updates and reminders
normally keep our members fairly well informed of
current items of importance and any changes to our email
notification policy will normally be posted there.

Email Notification Program

The email notification policy is being presented here since it is not published in an easily accessible form
elsewhere as a reference for all members and because new members may not be familiar with the policy.
The email notifications will be sent by the Email Liaison, a volunteer officer of the Golden Eagles, and are
intended to advise our members in good standing of the death, serious illness or injury of Golden Eagles
members or their immediate family. This information is also provided for non-member former Continental
pilots if the information is received from a Golden Eagles member, but information regarding their family
members is not normally provided. Those who notify us of the passing of one of our members are
encouraged to provide a copy of the obituary and a photo of the deceased if available. Email tributes to a
deceased Golden Eagles member are shared with our members when submitted by a Golden Eagles member.
Obviously good taste and wording that is respectful of the surviving family members is appreciated when
submitting these tributes.
At the direction of our Executive Committee notices are also sent to our members via email regarding
important issues such as pass travel information, insurance matters, notice of the publication of the Golden
Contrails magazine and membership roster with the current password, details of the annual convention and
other communication regarding administrative and other issues within the Golden Eagles.
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The Golden Eagles bylaws do not permit the
organization to support any commercial enterprise,
therefore requests to notify our members of any
commercial offerings must be declined; however,
certain commercial offerings dealing with the
vacation travel industry are occasionally submitted
by Golden Eagles members that appear to be of
definite potential benefit to our members. These
discounted offers which are only made available to
our members and are of a limited nature are an
exception to the restriction on presenting commercial
offers contained in our bylaws. Notice of these offers
will be made via the email notification system and
posted on the Golden Eagles website in the
Promotions and Offers section under the Travel
heading.

Monthly update emails will be sent to all members
in good standing containing important reminders and
items needing special emphasis.
Emails sent to the Golden Eagles via the Email
Liaison will be 1) answered by the Email Liaison if
possible via return email 2) forwarded to the
appropriate Golden Eagles Officer or other resource
for response, or 3) replied to with recommended
contact information for the resource that can provide
the information requested.
It is important to remember that in order to continue
to receive communications from the Golden Eagles
and to keep their data in the member roster accurate,
members must provide notice of any change in their
email address and other contact information. Forms
for this purpose are contained on the Golden Eagles
website under the Membership heading.

LADIES' AUXILIARY

I hope you have all had a warm and cozy winter. As we longingly look toward spring, our long term plans
include our next get together. Preparations are underway for our Houston convention which will be held
October 19-22. Plans include a "Fall Fling" filled with fun, friendship and fraternity. The event will be held
at the Hilton Houston North and all the details will be posted on the website as soon as they are finalized. As
always, the Ladies' Auxiliary will be on hand to help facilitate a fun time for all. Please be sure to join us for
the Ladies' Luncheon where we get a chance to catch up with each other and share a little girl time.
I welcome any and all ideas or suggestions you may have for furthering the fun at our Fall Fling.
Jamie Doherty 603-661-1941 jkated@gmail.com
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Dutch Rolls anyone?

Back in the late 60s I had an experience doing Dutch Rolls on a
707 320, a brand-new one. We were briefed by Jim Bauer, an
excellent pilot. I was second pilot to fly that night and was on
the jump seat. We had several second officers training as well.
We did some basic maneuvers and then climbed to 35,000 feet.
The guy sitting in the left seat was a professional Second Officer
who had gone to flight training and gotten his rating. He was
going to be let go from the airline. Jim Bauer started the Dutch
Rolls and told the trainee he had the aircraft. He was told to put
his feet on the floor, ..."let me be more explicit... put your
F**king feet on the floor and don't move them!"

six”... idle reverse and brakes. We walked around the aircraft
looking for any kind of damage. I noticed the number two
engine looked slightly askew. Jim called the mechanics and they
opened up the cowling. Said it was ok. The mechanics were
pounding on the cowling, having a difficult time closing it. I
found Jim and told him what they were doing and that I didn't
like the looks of it.

Ailerons only...Bill tried to stop the rolls then hit the rudder the
wrong way and we snap rolled up then came back totally
inverted as I watched Denver all lit up through the eyebrow
window. Jim pulled the power off gently as we completed the
aileron roll.

If I recall, it was a/c 327 a 707 320C. Later on a passenger trip
going through FL350 the a/c started Dutch Rolling (different
a/c). The captain looked at me and said "you got it"... OK, let's
go back down to FL330. Continued on to ORD uneventful.

We came back to Denver and landed. A couple of the guys in the
back were injured. The galleys and overheads were
dumped...the cabin was a mess.

Jim had them re-open the cowling. On close examination, one of
the forward bolts holding the engine on the mount was broken
in half. The engine would have torn self off the mount if full
power had been added.

Bob Pearse

We pretty much glided back to Denver and landed on “two-

Using the Rosters

www.thegoldeneagles.org / MEMBERSHIP (tab) / Roster DOWNLOAD / password “mach”
Most of you are by now aware that we upload 4 new rosters, usually on the first of each month. These are the Full
Data Roster (which include your Dues Year indicating the year(s) of current dues payment), the Short Contact Roster
(a little less detail so you can see one member per line), The Photo Roster (which shows “ID” style photos for those
who have sent one in), and a Gone West Honor Roll of those few departed members for whom we have photos.
It should be noted that these rosters are PDF “snapshots” of the data in the database, which is current ONLY as of the
time and date posted. They are NOT “real time”. In other words, any updates that I receive AFTER I upload the
monthly rosters will be “live” in the database, but NOT on these PDF rosters. Any changes received after a roster is
posted will show up the next month.
The rosters, as in any PDF are “searchable”...meaning you can find what your looking for quickly, by using the
keystroke combination CTRL F” on Windows and CMD F on a Mac. That allows you to type a name, state, or anything
else and the “search” will take you to the NEXT occurrence of what you just typed. That can be very helpful if you are
looking up someone with a name in the later part of the alphabet. Scrolling the entire list can be very slow.
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Flight over an Exploding Volcano

H

ere is a picture I took while flying on a temporary bid to
Air Micronesia. I was out there for two months and
during that time we started non-stop service from Guam to
Seoul. The chief pilot flew the proving run and I got to fly the
next one. Coming back from Seoul, we had crossed the Sea of
Japan and were in the vicinity of Fukaoka, Japan. We were
pretty light as they had not done too much advertising so we
went right up to the mid thirties and were motoring along when
this large volcano on an island and right off our nose blew. I
noticed that the plume was drifting to the left as it climbed
rapidly so I turned right a few degrees so as to give me the best
view from the left seat. I think this is probably a very unique
view of a volcano erupting as you can see down into it and see
the ash cloud rising up toward you.

Shaun

First flight: Dream of ages became reality 113 years ago

Reprinted courtesy of the RUPANEWS
A dream of the ages became reality 113 years ago On December 17, 1903 on a windswept beach at North
Carolina’s Outer Banks with Orville Wright at the controls.
There, the Wright brothers made the world’s first powered, heavier-than-air flight. With Orville and Wilbur
alternating as pilot, the plane made four flights that day. The first flight lasted 12 seconds and covered 120
feet. The longest distance covered that day was 852 feet in 59 seconds — an average speed of 31 miles an
hour.
In only a few decades, the airplane became an important part ofAmerica’s economy and defense, as well as
a form of transportation relied upon by an increasing number of people. Now, aircraft manufacturers in the
U.S. do just over $123 billion of business annually.
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Trans Texas Airways Route Proving Run
The captains and co-pilots had developed
camaraderie of sorts but had little experience flying
together as a crew. No cockpit management system
existed; they used the checklists together and the
first officer tried to learn the captain’s ways of doing
things. The left seater did most of the flying. The
first crew selected to jump in the frying pan was
Captain Bob Quin and co-pilot Bob Barrett. The
cockpit door was to remain open. DC-3 N33654
(msn 411 7) was selected. She was a good airplane
with the name La Gansa (The Goose) written on the
nose. N33654 departed from Hobby and headed
north under Visual Flight Rules, 1 50 miles to
Palestine. The pilots had never been there and
couldn’t even pronounce the name correctly: “Pales-teen”. There were no nav-aids near the airport.
Captain Quin came up on the town too high and too
fast. Unable to get in the groove, he called for gear
and flaps up and made a go-around. The catcalls
and heckling began in earnest from the cabin, and it
continued around the traffic pattern.

Once parked at the tiny wooden terminal, the pilots
were changed out. Bill Moore and Bob Saner took
over for the 1 00-mile leg to Dallas. They had not
flown together before. The flight was routine until
touchdown at Love Field. Captain Moore had his
own technique of raising the flaps as soon as the
main tires struck the concrete. His call of “flaps up”
startled the co-pilot, diverting Moore’s attention from
the landing. The DC-3 took a good bounce. Co-pilot
Bob then reacted to the command and raised the
flaps, just as the airplane was at the apex of the
bounce. Up came the flaps and down came The
April 2017

Goose. The flight ops chief roared: “Enough of this
crap, only Hassler and Richards (the #1 and #2
seniority captains) will fly the right seat to keep you
idiot captains in check”. This tactic would not be
enough.
Bud Downs flew to Fort Worth. He was the resident
DC-3 wizard and everything went soothingly well. It
was to be the only perfect leg of the day. Pappy
Jensen commanded The Goose southwestward to
Brownwood. He had plenty of flying time – in C-46s.
Those airplanes weren’t content to stay in trim so
Pappy had become accustomed to let the airplane
wander a bit. The Goose’s left wing would droop for
a few minutes, then Pappy would respond and pick it
back up. After 30 minutes of this, crewmembers
moaned from the cabin: “For God’s sake, Pappy,
raise the left wing!” Then Jenson would jerk it level
but the wing was predestined to slowly drop down
again, unheeded.
After the central Texas stop at Brownwood, came the
80-mile hop to San Angelo, which was at the end of
the TTA system. Bobby Carle, who drew the honors,
had only minimum time in a DC-3, being a B-24 pilot.
On landing, he was a tad hot over the fence and the
aircraft floated teasingly above the runway. Then the
inevitable bounce, followed by Carle’s nudging of the
throttles, which resulted in more bouncing. This was
repeated liberally. The gallery sitting behind yelled in
unison for him to pull the power off, put the yoke in
his belly and let the darn thing die. It was kismet that
San Angelo had a long runway.

After a lunch break and a scolding from the boss for
everyone to stop pestering the stewardess, T.K. Lee
flew the group back to Brownwood. Like several of
his B-24 brethren, he found himself too high on the
approach to runway 13, which was only 4,600 feet
long. Not wanting to endure the jeers that would
surely come like darts, he elected to land. He pushed
the nose down until she trembled. The landing was
long. When the mains were planted, T.K. mashed the
brakes and put the yoke in his lap to keep the nose
from going over the top. Smoking brake pads wafted
The Golden Contrails
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into the cabin. With tires screeching and brakes
squealing like hogs at feeding time, the sweet old
Goose stopped right at the very end of the runway.
However, the tail was still in the air. Suddenly,
having reached zero inertia, the tail came
plummeting down like a broken elevator cab. There
was a tremendous jolt. All that was heard in the
cabin were 18 people exhaling in unison. A lone
voice carried forward: “I’m surrounded by idiots.”
Bob Barrett summarized that day with this sage
sentence: “The contrast between the brash young
men who elbowed their way into the Goose that
morning, grabbing at that poor little girl and hurling
nasty remarks up to the cockpit, and the somber and
humbled men who filed slowly off the DC-3 that
evening back in Houston was amazing”. Their
thought process and maturity had taken a quantum
leap.

43 years with Trans Texas Airways, beginning in
1955, and later with Continental Airlines, it was (at
times) my privilege (or sometimes maybe not so
much of a privilege) to have flown with 15 of the
original 16 pilots -- most became good friends of
mine.
When the dust of the merger ofTTA and Continental,
and the labor strike of 1 983 finally settled, I became
the most senior of the Trans Texas pilots still flying.

They had an airline to start the next morning.
Addendum: Of the 1 6 original Trans-Texas pilots, 1 2
made it a full career with TTA and later the renamed
Texas International. From DC-3s, Convair 240s and
600s, and the DC-9-1 0, most of these TTA “originals”
retired off the DC-9-32.

Submitted by Charlie Starr. This story was
reproduced from a magazine article chronicling
histories of various airlines. Over the course of my

The Golden Contrails needs your help!
We need YOUR articles for future editions of the Golden Contrails! The BEST
stories and anecdotes come from YOU. We know that every pilot has a bunch of
stories and some of them are actually true!
Please send to smallgd@outlook.com
April 2017
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Flying the “HUMP” one last time to China in a C47/DC-3
By Larry Jobe/President - Flying Tiger Historical Organization

Reprinted courtesy of the RUPANEWS
associated with such men and fellow professionals.
We started this trip with just enough resources to get
n November 19, 2016 our restored C47 “Buzz the plane from Bathurst, AU (near Sydney) to Guilin,
Buggy” landed in Guilin, China. A 10-day trip China - that is, if we didn’t experience any major
took 3+ months - an adventure that turned into an
mechanical failure. The worst-case scenario was a
epic and then a saga. It turns out crossing the
complete engine failure requiring a new engine. That
Himalayas is harder than anyone can imagine.
twice. We were about half way to Guilin,
Obstacle and barrier after barrier loomed in our path, happened
China,
over
ocean an hour and a half out of Bali
from mechanical to political and weather; each was on the way totheJohor/Baharu
(Malaysia) when we
overcome in turn. We met a few along the way we
blew a cylinder off the left engine (right through the
would have preferred not to meet but then we met
cowling) resulting in a fire in that engine. Shutting
many, many more people who lent a hand and
down and handling the fire successfully, plus
ncouragement along with a lot of ordinary people
the prop, we made a beeline for Surabaya,
who helped us financially when we needed it most. feathering
Indonesia, the nearest suitable airport for landing.
This truly turned into a flight of friendship and
Thus began the worst part of the trip as we were
relationship building as we progressed along the
treated as though we had committed a crime rather
nearly 7,000-mile route in a 72-year old aircraft.
than had an emergency. As soon as we cleared the
Different cultures and religions pulled together to
the Surabayan authorities were trying to
help make this mission a success, much as different runway,
figure out what they could charge us with. This is
nations pulled together in WW II to defend China
one of the most corrupt places it has ever been my
and defeat Japan.
displeasure to visit and they were looking for
Our all-volunteer crew was comprised of 4
anything that would make us pay them a bribe or
Australians (2 pilots and 2 engineer/mechanics) and ransom. Getting the engine replaced and out of
2 American pilots (besides myself was Tom Claytor Surabaya is a story in and of itself. I won’t relate it
who lives and flies in Thailand). Five of the 6 of us here other than to say it took us six weeks and a great
are all in our 70s and the 6th one is 54. Our
deal of money (much of that from emergency
Australian crew members cannot be praised long or donations) and stress to get airborne again.
loud enough for their perseverance and
Having escaped Surabaya, Indonesia, we went to
professionalism in seeing this through to the end.
Singapore (Seletar) where we were able to properly
They all gave up huge portions of their
adjust and fix the replacement engine. The people at
lives and time away from their families. Their
Seletar, in particular the Republic of Singapore
personal sacrifice should not be underestimated and Flying Club, couldn’t have been more helpful and
can never be thanked enough by mere words. If I had accommodating during the 5 days we were there.
been given the chance to hand pick a crew with the They waived fees, provided transportation and rooms
insight of God I could not have done better. So that plus saw to it that we had good places to eat.
all should know their names: Pilot in Command –
both engines running well we went to U-Tapao
Captain Alan Searle; Second in Command - Captain With
and
Chiang
Mai, (both in Thailand), then Mandalay
Robert Small; Engineer/Mechanic – Barry Arlow;
(Myanmar – old Burma) without incident and on
Engineer/Mechanic - Michael O’Grady - all have
over the Himalayan Mountains (the “Hump”) to
done Australia proud. It was and is an honor to be
Kunming, China – just as so many in WW II did.

O
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About 10 miles out of Kunming we lost the second engine when the number 1 cylinder head loosened up
causing the engine to vibrate violently and spewing oil all over the nacelle and wing. Finding lots of metal in
the oil filter, we knew we now needed to replace this engine also. The Lingui County authorities took care of
all the financial needs for this which is the only thing that allowed us to eventually get the plane to Guilin.
We had first class help from three Chinese mechanics who deserve a lot of credit as they had never seen a
round engine before but were marvelous at working on it.
Our biggest concern was the plane was due to run out of annual inspection on November 24, 2016; so if we
didn’t get the engine replaced and then have the weather to fly to Guilin before that date, a whole new set of
major problems would come up. Fortunately, on November 19, 2016 we had good weather and made the
flight completing the mission we had set out to do.
The aircraft will be repainted to authentic livery for WW II and placed on permanent display at the huge
new Flying Tigers Guilin Heritage Park & Museum there (at the site of Gen. Chennault’s Command Cave)
and will be dedicated during a very special ceremony on March 25, 2017 attended by US and Chinese
dignitaries. A special tour group from the USA is being formed to attend as well.
In the weeks ahead, as I recover from this odyssey, I will try to give a more complete accounting of all that
happened through emails and newsletters. Until then, thanks to all who made the impossible dream a reality.
We met our goals of honoring the men and women ofWW II, helped shine a light on their history and
promoted friendship and understanding along the way.

Golden Eagles Dues were "due" on January 01.
The "grace period" ends on April 30
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Denmark officially scraps archaic bank check

Reprinted courtesy of the RUPANEWS
The country that uses online payments for even the smallest transactions, Denmark, has officially scrapped
the old-fashioned check, calling it outdated. Starting from January 1, Danes will only be able to cash checks
at issuer banks.
Checks were commonly used in the country up until the 1980s, but are now much less popular. Danes now
use the national Dankort debit card or smartphone payment systems like MobilePay. “They had their time,
but it’s over now,” Ann Lehmann Erichsen, a consumer economist at Nordea, told news agency Ritzau.
According to Erichsen, there are no reasons to regret the decision. “There are much better, faster and safer
alternatives and that’s why there is pretty much no one who uses checks today,” she said. “It takes several
days to process checks, while one can electronically transfer large amounts in just seconds
today,” Erichsen added. Some 600,000 checks were processed in Denmark this year, but
these were mostly business-to-business transactions, the agency said.
By the second half of the 20th century, as check processing became automated, billions of
checks were issued annually. However, they have been ousted by online payment systems
and are considered archaic in many countries. However, the world’s biggest economy, the
United States, still heavily relies on checks. As of 2012, an estimated 18.3 billion checks were cashed worth
$25.9 trillion.

What a PERFECT lead-in !

Water Boarding Revisited
Your Executive Council has taken under advisement the process of water-boarding any member who
sends a paper check for dues or other item to anyone BUT Bruce Sprague. Sending checks to Tom
Doherty or Charlie Starr or anyone else who has served as Treasurer in the DISTANT past creates
additional work for us. While we’re at it, ANY paper checks result in extra work for us. Please use the
online payment method.
Extra work is just not what retirement is all about!
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FAA: Drone registration marks first anniversary

Reprinted courtesy of the RUPANEWS
Over the last year, the Federal Aviation
actions. The agency wanted them to feel they are part
Administration (FAA) has made great strides toward of the aviation community, to see themselves as
integrating unmanned aircraft – popularly called
pilots.
“drones” – into the nation’s airspace. The first big
FAA developed the web-based registration
step took place December 21, 2015 when a new, web- The
system to make the process easier for first-time users
based drone registration system went online.
compared with the traditional paper-based “NDuring the last year, the system has registered more number” system. Then and now, hobbyists pay a
than 616,000 owners and individual drones. As part $5.00 fee and receive a single identification number
of the process, applicants receive and must
for all the drones they own. Commercial, public and
acknowledge some basic safety information. That
other non-model aircraft operators had to use the
means more than 600,000 drone operators now have paper-based registration system until March 31, 2016,
the basic aviation knowledge to keep themselves and when the FAA expanded the system to non-hobbyists.
their friends and neighbors safe when they fly.
The automated system has had one other benefit.
Several times, the agency has used the system to send
The FAA developed the automated registration
important safety messages to everyone who
system in response to a rule requiring owners of small out
registered.
unmanned aircraft weighing more than 0.55 pounds
(250 grams) and less than 55 pounds (approx. 25
Unmanned aircraft registration has been an
kilograms) to register their drones. The rule and the unqualified success. The FAA is confident the system
registration system were primarily aimed at the
will continue to help drone pilots –
thousands of drone hobbyists who had little or no
experienced or newcomers –
experience with the U.S. aviation system. The agency recognize that safety is everybody’s
saw registration as an excellent way to give them a business.
sense of responsibility and accountability for their

2nd Annual Surviving Spouse Outreach
As most of you know, the surviving spouse of a member in good standing at the time of his or her “Going
West” is afforded a no-cost continuation of that membership for as long as she (or he) wishes.
We started our second annual Surviving Spouse Outreach in November and have had good response from a
majority of these ladies, indicating a desire to remain on our active rosters and continue to receive emails and
Golden Contrails.
This process serves to ASK for their continued interest and also to validate our contact data. Those that
respond affirmatively to this contact are rolled forward into the next “Dues Year” of eligibility, the same as
when an active member pays his or her dues.
We thank these ladies for their continued interest in the Golden Eagles.
April 2017
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US looks at high-speed trains to replace aging passenger fleet

Reprinted courtesy of the RUPANEWS
method for evaluating how well methods.
he Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) today passengers and crews are protected “We look forward to hearing from
proposed updates for the passenger in an accident, often called
everyone on how this proposal can
train safety standards used in the crashworthiness. The public,
our country build a stronger
United States as the country looks railroad industry, railroad labor, help
passenger rail network – one that is
to add high-speed trains that can manufacturers and other
not only faster but allows for new
travel up to 220 miles per hour and stakeholders will have an
replace its aging passenger fleet. opportunity to provide feedback technologies to make passenger
The proposed updates represent and comment on the proposed rule trains even safer,” said FRA
Administrator Sarah E. Feinberg.
nearly a decade of work by FRA’s during the next 60 days.
passenger rail division.
Although Tier III trains will be
“As several regions of the United In addition to measuring a train’s required to have exclusive track to
States build faster passenger rail crashworthiness based on whether operate at speeds above 125 mph,
service, the trains on those tracks it meets current prescriptive
the new standards will allow Tier
must keep passengers safe,” said strength standards, the proposed III trains to safely share track with
changes
U.S. Transportation Secretary
current Tier I and Tier II commuter,
would allow
Anthony Foxx. “To do that, we
intercity and Acela trains.
a train’s
want to allow manufacturers to
Compatibility between equipment
crashworthin
innovate and achieve all-new
types is a key strategy to allow
levels of safety. These proposed ess to be
trains to share existing corridors to
changes put us on track to do just evaluated
reach downtown stations.
that.” The proposed updates would based on it
meeting an equivalent level of
establish a new category of
passenger equipment, Tier III, for safety achieved through crash
trains traveling up to 220 mph. The energy management technology or
updates would offer an alternative other innovative engineering
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Boeing begins final assembly on first 787-10 Dreamliner
Reprinted courtesy of the RUPANEWS

Boeing teammates in North
Charleston, S.C., started final
assembly of the first 787-10
Dreamliner, marking yet another
on-time milestone for the
development program. The first
787-10 will cycle through Boeing
South Carolina’s Final Assembly
facility as all major sections are
joined, interior and exterior
components completed, power
turned on and production tests
begin. The first 787-10 is expected
to fly in 2017 and first delivery is
scheduled for 2018.
“As we enter the next phase of the

787-10’s development, we eagerly
watch our first airplane come to
life,” said Ken Sanger, vice
president and general manager,
787 Airplane Development,
Boeing Commercial Airplanes.
“This is the result of years of
preparation and solid performance
by our Boeing teammates and
supplier partners. This
achievement is another example
that demonstrates Boeing’s ability
to develop great airplanes in a
disciplined fashion in order to
meet our customer commitments.”
The 787-10 is the third member of

the super-efficient, passengerpleasing 787 Dreamliner family.
As a stretch of the 787-9, the 78710 will retain 95 percent
commonality while adding seats
and cargo capacity, setting a new
benchmark for fuel efficiency and
operating economics – 25 percent
better fuel per
seat and
emissions than
the airplanes it
will replace. To date, Boeing has
received 154 787-10 orders from
nine customers.

United Airlines Set to Trim Management Ranks in Efficiency Push
by Michael Sasso/Bloomberg

Reprinted courtesy of the RUPANEWS

Cuts follow CEO’s shakeup of top corporate officers last year. Front-line employees won’t be affected,
carrier says in memo. The third-largest U.S. carrier will “continue to finalize the remainder of our
management team” after overhauling its roster of corporate officers last year, according to a Jan. 6 memo
from Executive Vice President Mike Bonds to employees. The reduction won’t affect “front-line employees,”
he said, referring to a group that typically includes pilots, flight attendants and customer-service and gate
agents.
“While this will allow us to be more productive as we continue to drive and deliver on our strategy, it also
means we expect an overall reduction in our management and administrative team,” Bonds said in the memo.
“Our focus is to move through this process as quickly as possible, while ensuring that we go through each
decision with a lot of thought, respect and care.”
Chief Executive Officer Oscar Munoz added a new chief financial officer and a new chief commercial officer
in August, then surprised the industry by hiring a new president, Scott Kirby, who had previously held the
same position at American Airlines Group Inc. Munoz told employees at the time that Kirby’s appointment
was the “culmination of the formation of my leadership team.”
This year’s cuts will only affect a “small number” of managers, United spokeswoman Megan McCarthy said
in an e-mailed statement, without providing a specific number. United’s memo to employees was reported
earlier by PlaneBusiness Banter, an industry newsletter.
Munoz announced a sweeping review of United’s operations in June, when he pledged to close the persistent
gap between its profit margin and Delta’s. Five months later, he elaborated on that plan by saying United
would find $4.8 billion in savings and additional revenue.
April 2017
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The Remaking of United Airlines is Underway
Brian Sumers ,Skift - Nov 17, 2016 Reprinted courtesy of the RUPANEWS

U

nited Airlines is finally starting to make some
real decisions under new management. United
Airlines Jeff Smisek has been gone from United for a
long time, but the airline is finally starting to change
its strategy in meaningful ways. That’s definitely
good news for investors, and probably for consumers
too.

Roughly 14 months after CEO Jeff Smisek resigned from
United Airlines amid allegations he may have tried to
bribe a New Jersey government official, his successor,
Oscar Munoz, is finally leaving his imprint on the carrier.
Yes, Munoz has kept a high profile since taking over in
September 2015, and he has had some successes,
including reaching new contracts with many employee
unions and winning back customers with a renewed focus
on passenger experience. He was in charge when United
returned snacks to economy class and he’s partially
responsible for developing the airline’s new business class
experience, Polaris, debuting on Dec. 1. But unlike a
President-elect, Munoz could not remove every manager
on his first day. For the first year of his tenure, many
members of Smisek’s senior management team still were
running the company. And often, they operated it just as
they had since 2010, when United and Continental
merged. That started to change late last summer, when
several top executives left the company. Some, like Chief
Revenue Officer Jim Compton, retired, while others left
for other companies. In their place, Munoz hired what
some call a “Dream Team,” of three top executives. They
are Scott Kirby, the new president, who came from
American Airlines, Andrew Levy, the new CFO, a former
Allegiant Air president, and Julia Haywood, an exconsultant and now the chief commercial officer. Three
months into their tenures, the three executives are starting
to leave their stamp on the company, with Munoz’s
approval. Gone is Smisek’s relentless drive to reduce
costs, often in ways that angered passengers. In its place is
a new focus on improving revenues.
On Nov. 15, in the same meeting at which they announced
a new Basic Economy fare for cost-conscious travelers,
the executives outlined their plans for United’s near-term
future. On several matters, they were clear the new United
April 2017

will operate much differently than the Smisek-era
company.
Here is some of what the new United is planning: Fleet
changes:
Nine months ago, after rigorous competition among planemakers, United decided to add 65 new Boeing 737 -700
aircraft, with deliveries starting next year. It was a
surprising announcement, as the 737-700 had fallen out of
favor with most airlines. The 737-700 is the smallest
version of the aircraft, and most carriers prefer larger
models, because they cost less to operate, on a per seat
basis, than the 737-700. The 737-700 is also an older
technology aircraft — it started flying almost two decades
ago — and while United was believed to have gotten a
great deal, it apparently was not enough to persuade new
management to keep it. “We just don’t need those
airplanes right now,” Levy told analysts. United will swap
the order for four Boeing 737- 800s, a larger version of the
same aircraft, and those should be delivered relatively
soon. But the other 61 will be deferred for several years,
and they’ll come in a bigger model with newest
technology. In the meantime, United may look for other
smaller aircraft on the used market.
Focus on domestic Flights:
Under Smisek, United had at least one competitive
advantage over Delta and American. It was the first carrier
in North America to receive Boeing 787s, allowing it to
expand into new international markets and improve
margins on some existing long-haul flights.
Over the past four years, United’s network planners have
had fun scheduling the airplane, adding flights to
Melbourne, Singapore, Tel Aviv, Auckland, and several
destinations in China, including Hangzhou, Xi’an and
Chengdu. Those flights will remain, but increasingly,
Kirby wants the airline to focus more on strengthening its
domestic route network. “We built everything on focusing
around international, which we do really well,” Kirby said.
“But we let the domestic slide because it wasn’t
historically profitable.” In the past, he said, domestic
flights underperformed international routes at all airlines
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because the U.S. industry was deeply fragmented. But
now, with far fewer carriers competing for business, domestic

routes are much more profitable. Meanwhile, as international
carriers grow U.S. routes, long-haul flights are no longer the
cash cows they once were. “It’s a huge opportunity for us,”

Kirby said of he domestic market.
A new approach to the hubs:
In the Smisek era, United sometimes seemed to avoid
competition at key airports. As other carriers expanded in
New York, Chicago and Los Angeles, United either more
or less remained the same size, or, in the case of Los
Angeles, cut its operation. But Kirby wants United to go
on the offensive more, improving United’s share at some
hubs. He called out United’s operation at Newark Liberty
International Airport, noting that, before the merger,
Continental had 30 percent market share there. Now, he
said, United’s share is only 26 percent. Kirby wants United
to be the market leader more often. “If you’re not first,
you’re last,” he said, quoting from the Wille Ferrell movie,
“Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky Bobby.”
Kirby also wants to focus on schedules. At many hubs, he
wants to make the connecting schedules more efficient so,
for example, a passenger can easily go from Erie,
Pennsylvania to Fort Lauderdale with a quick stop at
Newark. In addition, he seeks to make schedules more
convenient for local business travelers, who might prefer
reaching new cities for a business meeting by 8 a.m or 9
a.m. Continued on next page Continued from previous
page: Another plan is to use larger jets between major
cities. Kirby is commuting from Dallas to Chicago, and he
noted that United often flies regional jets on the route. “It’s
just incredible to me that I am flying on a regional jet
between two big cities like that,” he said.
Adding seats to planes?
United’s last management team figured it had done all it
could when it came to adding seats on planes. In the past
two years, United has installed new, slimmer seats on
many of its aircraft, adding a row or two in the process.
But the new executives aren’t sure the old group went far
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enough. Levy said the carrier is calculating whether it
might be able to add more seats, which, theoretically at
least, could help the airline lower fares. “It’s a very
profitable way to grow the business and carry more
customers,” he said. [Ultra low cost carriers] have shown
there is a huge market with price-sensitive customers to
buy a product that has less room in the seat. The proof is
in the pudding.” Even with the slimmer seats, United’s
Airbus A320s have 30 inches of pitch in regular economy.
“They carry millions of customers around the world at 29inch pitch or less,” Levy said of the low-priced
competition. “I think we have to accept
the fact that there are a huge
percentage of our customers as well
that are willing to make that tradeoff.”
More Detailed Revenue Management:
Most airlines have a simple goal with their revenue
management systems — to maximize the revenue the
carrier makes on each flight. Sometimes, that means the
airline wants to sell every seat, but other times, that’s less
important. Ideally, a computer software guides an airline
into making the right decisions about which passengers it
carries at what price.
But when Kirby arrived at United in August, he realized
United’s revenue management system, built in 1997,
lacked the functionality needed by a major global airline.
In many cases, that has forced United employees to make
key decisions, and while United’s employees are good,
Kirby said no human is as sophisticated as a computer.
Kirby is seeking to upgrade the platform so it can make
better decisions.
One change Kirby will make is relatively straight-forward.
United’s current system retains only two years of data on
ticket purchases, which means United often does not have
the historical data it needs to predict future demand. That’s
a problem this Christmas, Kirby said, because it falls on a
Sunday for the first time since 2011. United does not have
data from 2011, so it is having trouble predicting how to
price flights this year.
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How Much Longer Will The Boeing 747 Be Flying?
By Chris Kjelgaard

Reprinted courtesy ofthe RUPANEWS

747 orders slowing down and retirements picking up,
questions have arisen over exactly how much longer
the Boeing widebody will be operating in the world’s
fleets. Chris Kjelgaard looks at its future prospects.
A topic MRO companies the world over may find of
distinct interest is how long the Boeing 747 will
remain in service. The prototype Boeing 747 having
first flown on 9 February 1969, the 747 – the original
“Jumbo Jet” – has now been in continuous
production for nearly 48 years and every 747’s size,
mechanical complexity, parts count and occasional
need for interior refits or freighter conversions
continue to provide important opportunities for heavy
checks and other base maintenance.
The first 747 to enter service, a Pan American World
Airways 747-100, operated its first commercial flight
on 22 January 1970, which means that in just three
months’ time the 747 family will have been in
commercial service for 47 years. The introduction of
the 747 into commercial service, carrying up to 400
passengers as it did, immediately revolutionized air
travel, making it possible for the first time for much
of the world’s population to fly long distances
affordably.
But a much more important 747 consideration for
MRO facilities will be how long the 747 will
continue to keep flying. The latest indications are that
747s could, just possibly, still be flying more than 40
years from now. In other words, the 747 might only
now be reaching the halfway point in its remarkable,
world-altering flying career.
Although many airlines worldwide have retired their
fleets of passenger-carrying Boeing 747-400s in the
past five years – having retired their 747-300s, 747200 and 747-100s long ago – a surprising number of
airlines still operate 747s in passenger configuration.
Many of these aircraft are 747-400s – British
Airways being the largest remaining operator of the
type, with around 40 in service (BA has another 11 or
12 stored) and no early complete retirement of its
April 2017

747-400 fleet planned. In fact, BA recently performed
a major interior refurbishment program on its 747400 fleet, updating all the cabins on all the remaining
in-service aircraft and thus indicating it saw at least a
medium-term future for the type in its fleet.
Probably the oldest Boeing 747s still in service are
the four E-4B Advanced Airborne Command Post
747 platforms based at Offutt Air Force Base in
Nebraska and operated by the U.S. Air Force since
1974. The fact the U.S. Defense Department hasn’t
indicated any time recently that it plans to retire these
aircraft – no other type has yet come along which is
capable of exceeding the E-4B’s capabilities in doing
its specialized job – suggests the four E-4Bs could
end up being the longest-serving 747s of all. But such
aircraft are not of interest to the MRO community at
large, because commercial MRO facilities are very
unlikely ever to be called upon to perform work on
military-operated 747s which perform a role whose
details remain largely classified.
Instead the MRO community casts its eyes towards
the substantial fleet of commercially operated 747s
which are still in service – and the many 747-8
Intercontinental passenger aircraft and (particularly)
747-8 Freighters which have only recently entered
service or are still yet to do so. The numbers of 747400F, 747-400ERF and 747-400 Boeing Converted
Freighters remaining in revenue service are high and
the revenue-service days of the 747-200F (and
perhaps even the 747-100F) aren’t entirely over.
Kalitta Air and several other cargo carriers still fly
the 747-200F, 747-200F being photographed on final
approach to Prestwick Airport in Scotland as recently
as 26 October. The scarce 747-300F (all of which
were conversions from passenger aircraft) may still
be in service too, with one known to have been flying
for Belarusian carrier Transaviaexport early 2016 on
commercial and humanitarian charter cargo flights.
Although the 747-8 Freighter is a more capable
aircraft than the 747-400F, Boeing 747-400
freighters, particularly purpose-built 747-400Fs and
The Golden Contrails
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747-400ER Freighters are likely to remain in service
for many years yet. They still represent the
workhorses of the world’s long-haul commercial
freighter fleet, even though one day the 747-400F
inevitably will cede market dominance to its younger,
larger sibling. Surely 747-400Fs will be a familiar
sight at cargo terminals at the world’s major
commercial airports for at least a decade to come and
perhaps for much longer than that.
However, for several years, until this year, the world’
s air cargo markets were mainly flat, as export
markets for high-value items failed to rebound from
the big downturn the global economy began to
experience in early 2008. Worries about the state of
global air cargo markets multiplied as aircraft
increasingly flew sectors almost bereft of revenue
payloads, particularly on westbound transpacific
flights.
So Boeing’s recent public
announcements that it was set to
reduce production of the 747-8 to
just six aircraft a year by 2019
seemed until very recently likely to
herald the end of production of the mighty ‘Queen of
the Skies’ just as the 747 assembly line was reaching
half a century in operation. However, new hope for
747 production continuing well beyond the 50-year

mark is now evident. Boeing announced in July that
Russian air cargo specialist Volga-Dnepr Group had
ordered a batch of 20 747-8 Freighters and the
manufacturer followed this on 27 October, with the
extremely good news that UPS Airlines had placed an
order for 14 747 -8Fs and had optioned 14 more. The
news will become all the better if UPS Airlines
exercises those 14 options.
The big question now is whether the air cargo market
will continue to turn up in the long term. The 2016
global-market growth trend has been positive,
according to IATA. If the encouraging 2016 cargomarket performance is a harbinger of times to come,
perhaps Boeing may not shut down the 747-8
production line for many years, because new 747-8Fs
might be needed to handle increased air cargo
demand. That would be good news for Boeing and
GE Aviation, it would be good news for the air cargo
industry, it would be good news for commercialaviation MRO facilities – and it would be good for
everyone who just loves the mighty 747, one of the
most graceful aircraft ever to have flown despite its
massive size. Perhaps the world might yet see the 747
achieving a century of flight.

United rolls-out its new United Polaris business class

Reprinted courstesy of the RUPANEWS
United rolled-out of its all-new United Polaris business class, the airline’s most significant product
transformation in more than a decade, featuring a reimagined, sleep-enhancing experience for intercontinental
travelers. United Polaris began service at 12:01 a.m. local time on December 1 in all of the airline’s markets.
Announced in June, the first phase of United Polaris features an elevated inflight food and beverage
experience, tranquil custom bedding from Saks Fifth Avenue, exclusive amenity kits with products from Soho
House & Co’s Cowshed Spa, and the opening of the first of nine United Polaris lounges around the world, at
Chicago O’Hare International Airport.
“In our quest to be the best airline in the world, we are rethinking and reimagining all we do. United Polaris
offers an elevated customer experience and redefines the meaning of premier business travel,” said Oscar
Munoz, CEO of United. “The high quality of amenities United Polaris provides is matched only by the
service and care our employees demonstrate from lounge to landing.”
April 2017
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United Offers Cheaper Fare, but It’ ll Cost You a Carry-On
By Daniel Victor/The New York Times

hat is cheaper airfare worth? United Airlines
is betting that to some travelers, it’s worth
giving up their ability to carry on luggage, a
previously untouched perk of flying with the major
airlines. The airline’s new “basic economy” ticket
promises lower fares than its standard economy
ticket, but passengers would be assigned a seat on the
day of the flight and be in the last boarding group.
Passengers would have to check their luggage, taking
only one personal item like a shoulder bag, backpack
or laptop bag that fits under the seat.
“Customers have told us that they want more choice,
and basic economy delivers just that,” Julia Haywood,
United’s executive vice president and chief
commercial officer, said in a statement. Basic
economy fares will be available for purchase in
January for travel starting next spring. Choosing the
option would mean families and couples could be
separated when the seats are assigned — perhaps not
such a bad idea after you’ve spent a week with
someone, but maybe not ideal for parents traveling
with a young child. “If there are people in your group
who need to sit together, this fare may not be the best
option for you,” United said on its website. United,
which is based in Chicago and serves 339 airports on
five continents, said the in-flight experience for
“basic economy” ticket-holders would be the same as
for those with standard economy tickets, including
food and beverage service, entertainment and Wi-Fi.
The lower fares are an attempt to compete with
budget airlines like Spirit Airlines, Frontier Airlines
and Allegiant Air, which offer bare-bones fares but
add fees to otherwise standard options like carrying
on bags, printing boarding passes or a mid-flight can
of Coke. Spirit, for one, has marketed itself as
offering a “cheap seat for a cheap-ass.”
United is not alone among the major airlines in
creating less expensive options, sometimes referred to
as “last class.” Delta Air Lines offers a basic economy
fare that assigns a seat after the passenger checks in,
but has no additional limits on carry-on baggage.
American Airlines said it would begin offering “nofrills” fares in 2017 but has not offered specifics.
“This is almost like putting another curtain, a virtual
curtain, in front of the last few rows of the plane,”
said Seth Kaplan, managing partner at Airline Weekly,
April 2017

Reprinted courtesy of the RUPANEWS

an industry publication. The message, he said, is that
passengers who just want to make it safely from Point
A to Point B and are willing to give up some perks
can still fly with the major airlines, but they won’t get
quite as much as the rest of the passengers in
economy seating. The hope of the major airlines is to
keep those price-conscious customers from fleeing to
the budget airlines, without cannibalizing the higherpriced options elsewhere in the cabin.
Until recent years, the budget airlines didn’t jostle
much with the major airlines for customers, Mr.
Kaplan said. The fares were much lower at the budget
airlines, which saw themselves as part of a totally
different marketplace. But as fuel prices decreased
along with ticket prices, the major and budget airlines
began bumping into each other more, he said. Now,
it’s not so clear where
travelers will find the
cheapest fares. On average,
budget passengers can still
expect to pay less, even
accounting for fees, Mr.
Kaplan said. The major airlines are likely to
selectively match or approach the price of budget
airlines for certain flights, he said. In other cases,
there’s not much budget airlines can do. An American
Airlines ticket from Washington to Chicago recently
cost Mr. Kaplan $128, which would be hard for an
airline like Spirit to undercut. And the larger airlines
can lean on their other advantages, like reliability,
rewards programs and a larger network, Mr. Kaplan
said. “There’s nothing Spirit can do to save me
hundreds of dollars when it’s 128 bucks on
American,” he said.
Still, giving up carry-on luggage is a new ask of
customers at the major airlines. Though a personal
item would still be allowed, it’s not uncommon for
passengers to load all of their belongings into a carryon bag, hoping to avoid checked-baggage fees or the
possibility of luggage being lost in transit.
At least one group was happy about the change: flight
attendants. Too many bags in the cabin leads to
injuries, slower boarding times and passenger
altercations, Sara Nelson, the president of the
Association of Flight Attendants, said in a statement.
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US passenger airline employment up
Reprinted coustesy of the RUPANEWS

US scheduled passenger airlines employed 4.3
percent more workers in September 2016 than in
September 2015, the US Department of
Transportation’s Bureau ofTransportation Statistics
(BTS) reported. September was the highest monthly
total (414,591) since July 2005 (414.923) and was
the 35th consecutive month that US scheduled
passenger airline full- time equivalent (FTE)
employment exceeded the same month of the
previous year. Month-to-month, the number of FTEs
rose 0.1 percent from August to September.
Scheduled passenger airline categories include
network, low- cost, regional and other airlines.
The four network airlines that collectively employ
two-thirds of the scheduled passenger airline FTEs
reported 2.6 percent more FTEs in September 2016
than in September 2015. United Airlines, Alaska
Airlines, American Airlines and Delta Air Lines
increased FTEs from
September 2015. Month-tomonth, the number of network
airline FTEs was virtually
unchanged from August to
September. The network
airlines employed 5.5 percent more FTEs in
September 2016 than in September 2012. Network
airlines operate a significant portion of their flights
using at least one hub where connections are made
for flights to down-line destinations or spoke cities.

The six low-cost carriers reported 10.7 percent more
FTEs in September 2016 than in September 2015.
Allegiant Airlines, Spirit Airlines, Frontier Airlines,
JetBlue Airways, Virgin America and Southwest
Airlines increased FTEs from September 2015.
Month-to-month, the number of low-cost airline
FTEs rose 0.6 percent from August to September.
The six low-cost airlines employed 21.2 percent
more FTEs in September 2016 than in September
2012. Low-cost airlines operate under a low-cost
business model, with infrastructure and aircraft
operating costs below the overall industry average.
The 12 regional carriers reported 2.9 percent more
FTEs in September 2016 than in September 2015.
Nine regional airlines – Republic Airlines, Compass
Airlines, PSA Airlines, Mesa Airlines, Endeavor Air,
GoJet Airlines, Envoy Air, SkyWest Airlines, and
Horizon Air – increased FTEs from September 2015.
The others reported decreases. Month-to-month, the
number of regional airline FTEs fell 0.6 percent from
August to September. The 12 regional carriers
reporting in September 2016 employed 0.8 percent
fewer FTEs in September 2016 than the 15 carriers
reporting in September 2012. Regional carriers
typically provide service from small cities, using
primarily regional jets to support the network
carriers’ hub and spoke systems.
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Lack of In-Flight Entertainment Options?
By Mark Scott/The New York Times
Reprinted courtesy of the RUPANEWS

W

hat airline passenger hasn’t felt the letdown?
You board a long-haul flight, ready to settle in
for hours of binge-watching a popular television
series or movie franchise, only to discover the plane’s
onboard entertainment is stuck in a time warp,
offering outdated content or — in a throwback to the
1990s — communal television screens for the whole
cabin. For a public increasingly accustomed to nearly
ubiquitous internet access, with on-demand video and
continuous social media feeds, the airline cabin too
often feels like a final, frustrating frontier.
But David Dicko, a French entrepreneur, is among
the many taking aim at in-flight entertainment ennui.
His start-up, SkyLights, has built a virtual reality
headset that allows travelers to watch the latest 3-D
Hollywood releases at their seats. The device, with a
six-hour battery life, is coupled with noise-canceling
headphones. “People on planes are hungry for
different entertainment options,” said Mr. Dicko,
whose small team of developers, split between
California and France, has been testing the headsets
on flights for nearly a year. Last week, XL Airways
— a low-cost, long-haul French carrier — became the
first airline to offer a commercial version of
SkyLights service to passengers for $16 a flight.
“Putting virtual reality headsets inside an aircraft is
an idea as old as virtual reality itself,” said Mr. Dicko,
who previously worked as a pilot for Air FranceKLM, referring to the decades-old hope of offering
passengers 3-D-style entertainment.
Mr. Dicko’s 3-D headset is part of an industrywide
push to bring carriers’ in-flight entertainment up to
the standards that many passengers now expect when
they travel by car or train. The onboard efforts
include beaming high-speed internet directly to
cabins, as well as new partnerships with Netflix and
other content streaming services. It is all in
recognition of how media-dependent today’s travelers
have become. Many, even most, are accustomed to
almost universal internet access through home
broadband and mobile internet packages. They are
also likely to have subscriptions to video services like
Hulu or music services like Spotify. And because
many travelers now carry smartphones and tablets on
April 2017

planes, they would like to have the option of viewing
and listening to such content, even at 30,000 feet.
Analysts say that digital access and entertainment
could help airlines, particularly American carriers that
are completing a decade-long restructuring,
differentiate themselves in an increasingly
competitive domestic and international market.
Consumers can easily shift allegiances if a rival
airline offers new amenities like high- speed onboard
Wi-Fi. “For the legacy carriers, imitating passengers’
experiences at home is their vision,” said Diogenis
Papiomytis, an aerospace analyst with the technology
research firm Frost & Sullivan in Dubai. “They want
to provide seamless connectivity from airport, to
aircraft, to when you land at your final destination.”
But technical challenges remain. In the past, experts
say, airlines’ attempts to bring connectivity to aircraft
have been hampered by telecommunications
technology that soon became outdated or was quickly
overwhelmed by unexpectedly high consumer
demand. Until very recently, internet services on
Delta and American Airlines, among others, were
sluggish at best, although airline executives say
connectivity speeds are improving. And many of the
in-flight entertainment services on decades-old planes
have not been upgraded to keep pace with what many
travelers can readily gain access to on their
smartphones or other mobile devices. “The quality of
screens on the latest tablet is as good, if not better,
than what you get on a seat-back display,” said Oliver
Drennan, general counsel for SitaOnAir, a company
in Geneva that provides onboard internet and moviestreaming services for airlines including British
Airways and Emirates. “Wireless entertainment will
continue to grow enormously,” Mr. Drennan said.
Much of this momentum is because of multimilliondollar investments from Gogo, currently the largest
onboard Wi-Fi provider, and its competitors, which
aim to approach or even match internet speeds
available on the ground.
About 2,600 commercial aircraft currently use Gogo
services. And by the end of this month, about 75 of
those planes will have been upgraded to give users
internet speeds comparable to what their smartphones
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can provide on the ground, according to John Wade,
Gogo’s chief operating officer. As many as 450
additional planes are to receive similar improvements
next year, he said. The new high-speed services are
available on aircraft from Delta and Virgin Atlantic,
among others, and represent a significant upgrade to
Gogo’s existing connectivity options, which have
mainly been limited to sending emails or checking
social media.
ViaSat, another access provider, can offer something
better. Currently, 550 planes, including those from
JetBlue’s fleet, use the company’s high-speed satellite
network, which already offers speeds similar to those
available on people’s smartphones. The satellitedelivered service is typically free for streaming
Netflix and other internet content, no matter where
the planes are in the sky. Travelers can pay hourly to
upgrade if they want to use faster speeds for online
gaming and other bandwidth-heavy activities. ViaSat
plans to expand internationally next year with deals
with the likes of Qantas and SAS, and extend its
global coverage through two additional satellites by
2019. “Wi-Fi is becoming part of a carrier’s amenity
package,” said Don Buchman, vice president for
ViaSat’s commercial mobility division. “If drinks and
peanuts are free, why shouldn’t Wi-Fi?”
And what might the in-flight entertainment system of
the future look like? Anaïs Marzo, head of aircraft
interiors marketing at Airbus, the European aircraft
giant, said that passengers now wanted almost
constant access to their social media feeds, email
accounts and other digital services. But she said that
would not detract from traditional onboard options
and seat-back television screens, particularly in
business or first class where large high-definition
displays are now the norm. “More and more people
are relying on their own devices on board,” Ms.
Marzo said, adding that about 60 percent ofAirbus’s
worldwide fleet, or 16,500 planes, will have some sort
of internet connectivity by 2025. But having a
smartphone, she said, “doesn’t exclude using a backof-seat display.”

Others are not so sure. Some airline executives say
that travelers’ increasing reliance on their own
devices is making carriers review their existing
onboard entertainment options. Heavy built-in screens
and the miles of fiber-optic cable that serve them,
they note, can add significant weight — and cost —
to every flight. Vincent Tomasoni is head of product
at XL Airways, the French carrier that, along with
offering passengers Skylights’ new 3-D headsets, also
rents tablets to its onboard customers. He says the
ability to offer streaming content over in-flight Wi-Fi
represents a change for many airlines. Passengers can
continue using their own devices while accessing a
larger pool of movies, television shows and radio
programs, he said, enabling airlines to consider
scrapping traditional in-flight entertainment hardware
and reducing the cost and complexity of such
services.
“The world of seat-backed entertainment is over,” Mr.
Tomasoni said. That is where Mr. Dicko hopes to step
in with his SkyLights 3-D headset. Since Mr. Dicko’s
company was founded 18 months ago, he and his
team have flown thousands of miles to test the
headset with passengers. They also are looking to sign
more content partnerships beyond those SkyLights
currently has with 21st Century Fox and
DreamWorks, to offer a larger number of 3-D movies
— and potentially other virtual reality content — to
travelers.
“Airlines are difficult players to deal with because
they are risk-averse and slow to innovate,” said Mr.
Dicko, whose team has tested the SkyLights system
with seven carriers worldwide, including Air FranceKLM. “We needed their own passengers to tell them
that they liked our headset,” he added. “At first,
people would only use it for 15 minutes. But now,
they’re using it for four hours.”
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US airlines report after-tax net profit for 14th consecutive quarter
Reprinted courtesy of the RUPANEWS

The 25 US scheduled service
passenger airlines reported an
after-tax net profit as a group for
the 14th consecutive quarter. In
addition to the after-tax net profit
of $3.8 billion based on net income
reports, the scheduled service
passenger airlines reported a $7.2
billion pre-tax operating profit in
the third quarter of 2016, down
from $7.9 billion in the second
quarter of 2016 and down from
$8.8 billion in the third quarter of
2015. The airlines reported a pretax operating profit – as a group –
for the 22nd consecutive quarter.
Net profit or loss and operating
profit or loss are two different
measures of airline financial
performance. Net profit or loss
includes non-operating income and
expenses, nonrecurring items or
income taxes. Operating profit or
loss is calculated from operating
revenues and expenses before
taxes and other nonrecurring items.
Total operating revenue for all
U.S. passenger airlines in the JulySeptember third-quarter of 2016
was $44.4 billion. Airlines
collected $33.3 billion from fares,
75.1 percent of total third-quarter
operating revenue. Total operating
expenses for all passenger airlines
in the third-quarter of 2016 were
$37.2 billion, of which fuel costs
accounted for $6.1 billion, or 16.4
percent, and labor costs accounted
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for $12.7 billion, or 34.3 percent.
In the third quarter, passenger
airlines collected a total of $1.1
billion in baggage fees, 2.5 percent
of total operating revenue, and
$731 million from reservation
change fees, 1.7 percent of total
operating revenue. Fees are
included for calculations of net
income, operating revenue and
operating profit or loss.
Baggage fees and reservation
change fees are the only ancillary
fees paid by passengers that are
reported to BTS as separate items.
Other fees, such as revenue from
seating assignments and on-board
sales of food, beverages, pillows,
blankets, and entertainment are
combined in different categories
and cannot be identified separately.
From domestic operations, U.S.
scheduled passenger airlines
reported an after-tax net profit of
$2.6 billion in the third quarter of
2016, down from $3.3 billion in
the second quarter of 2016 and
down from $5.7 billion in the third
quarter of 2015.
In addition to the after-tax net
profit of $2.6 billion based on net
income reports, the scheduled
service passenger airlines reported
a $5.4 billion pre-tax operating
profit from domestic operations in
the third quarter of 2016, down
from $6.1 billion in the second
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quarter of 2016 and down from
$6.2 billion in the third quarter of
2015. The airlines reported a pretax operating profit from domestic
operations – as a group – for the
22nd consecutive quarter.
From international operations, U.S.
scheduled passenger airlines
reported an after-tax net profit of
$1.2 billion in the third quarter of
2016, down from $1.3 billion in
the second quarter of 2016 and
down from $3.6 billion in the third
quarter of 2015.
The 17 U.S. scheduled service
passenger airlines that operate
internationally reported an aftertax net profit from international
operations as a group for the
seventh consecutive quarter.
In addition to the after-tax net
profit of $1.2 billion based on net
income reports, the scheduled
service passenger airlines reported
a $1.8 billion pre-tax operating
profit from international operations
in the third quarter of 2016,
unchanged from $1.8 billion in the
second quarter of 2016 and down
from $2.6 billion in the second
quarter of 2015. The airlines
reported a pre-tax operating profit
from international operations – as a
group – for the 18th consecutive
quarter.
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Boeing Jumbo-Jet Era Ending in U.S. as United Retires 747 Fleet
by Julie Johnsson and Michael Sasso
Reprinted courtesy of the RUPANEWS

U

nited Airlines plans to fly its last Boeing 747
jumbo jet late this year, retiring its largest
airplanes a year ahead of schedule as the iconic
aircraft glides into the sunset. The decision marks the
end of an era for U.S. airlines, which have relied on
the humpbacked 747 to bring jet travel to a mass
consumer market since the plane debuted in 1970.
United flew its first jumbo between California and
Hawaii that year.
It’s also a reminder of the tough task Boeing faces as
it tries to keep its newest 747 model, the -8, aloft
amid waning demand for four-engine aircraft. The
planemaker has just 28 unfilled orders, after closing
17 sales of the freighter version of the jet last year.
Boeing has said it would end production if more
orders don’t materialize. “It’s a bittersweet milestone
-- this jumbo jet with its unmistakable silhouette once
represented the state-of-the-art in air travel,” United
President Scott Kirby said in a letter to employees
Wednesday.
Jetliner Shift: The Chicago-based carrier flies 20 of
the 747-400 passenger model, which Boeing
manufactured from 1988 and 2009. Delta Air Lines
Inc., the other U.S. operator, is also parking the
jumbo jets this year. Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd.,
ANA Holdings Inc., Singapore Airlines Ltd. and Air
France are among carriers that have retired their 747400 jetliners this decade amid a shift from fourengine aircraft.
Twin-engine wide-bodies like Boeing’s 777 and the
Airbus A350 can haul almost as many people over
vast distances as aviation’s behemoths, the 747 and
Airbus Group SE’s A380 superjumbo. United’s
jumbos burn about 20 percent more fuel per seat than
its newest 777s and require special handling from
maintenance technicians. Sourcing spare parts is
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becoming a headache as more airlines retire their
jumbo fleets, according to the airline.
United spokesman Luke Punzenberger wouldn’t say
which wide-body aircraft would replace the planes
that have served as the airline’s workhorses on transPacific routes for two decades. The carrier has taken
delivery of the first of 14 Boeing 777-300ERs it has
ordered for long-range flying.
The airline also has ordered 35 Airbus A350-1000s,
but is weighing converting those twin-aisle jets to the
smaller -900 variant or the mid-sized A330, United
Chief Financial Officer Andrew Levy said in a
November interview.
The airline plans to move pilot and flight attendant
crews assigned to the 747 transition to other aircraft,
Kirby told employees. “Our forward-looking fleet
plan will cover 747 replacements and anticipated
growth opportunities,” he said. “And of course, we’ll
honor the 747 with an unforgettable retirement
celebration.”
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United Generates More Ancillary Revenue Than Any Other Airline
By Brian Sumers/Skift
Reprinted courtesy of the RUPANEWS

O

n short-haul flights, airlines
have just about levied all the
fees they can. But fees are just
starting to creep in on long-haul
flights. Expect that trend to
continue in the next few years.
United Airlines remains the
world’s leader in making money
unrelated to ticket sales, having
nearly quadrupled its ancillary
revenues since 2008, according to
a new study released this week by
IdeaWorksCompany. United
earned $6.2 billion in 2015 in nonticket revenue, about $1.5 billion
more than American Airlines,
almost $2.5 billion more than
Delta Air Lines and roughly $4
billion more than Southwest
Airlines. Air France/KLM, fourth
on the list, behind Delta, was the
only non-U.S. airline in the top
five, reporting nearly $2.2 billion
in ancillary revenues.
The study, called the CarTrawler
Ancillary Revenue Yearbook,
reviewed data from 67 airlines that
make their ancillary revenue data
public. Ancillary revenues not only
include money generated from
bag, seat and meal fees, but also
from frequent flier programs.
Most discount airlines are far
smaller than global carriers like
United, American, and Air
France/KLM, so they report less
revenue, in absolute dollars, from
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ancillary revenues. But on a per
passenger basis, three ultra low
cost carriers outperform United,
IdeaWorks found.
On a per passenger basis, Spirit
Airlines was the world’s top
performing airline, earning $51.80
in extra revenue last year from
each passenger. The UK’s
Jet2.com, which generally flies
shorter routes within Europe, was
second, reporting $50.84 per
passenger. Allegiant Air, another
U.S. discounter, was third,
generating $49.94 per passenger in
extra revenue. United ($44.16)
was fourth, while Qantas ($42.70)
was fifth.
While discounters generally are
more aggressive in charging for
seat assignments, baggage and
food, major global airlines with
vibrant frequent fliers programs
have a major edge when it comes
to ancillary revenues, the
IdeaWorks study shows.
According to the study, nearly half
of United’s ancillary revenues
came from its frequent flier
program, MileagePlus. Like many
carriers, United’s co-branded
credit card — it has an agreement
with Chase Bank — is highly
lucrative. Other especially
profitable frequent flier programs,
the study said, include ones
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offered by Delta, Qantas and
British Airways.
Though most airlines flying shorthaul routes already have defined
fee structures and may not be able
to markedly grow revenues from
bag and seat sales in the near
future, the study predicted more
carriers will adopt more fees on
long-haul routes.
Historically, airlines have offered
more free perks to long-haul
passengers, but IdeaWorks
suggests this is changing quickly.
Once airlines adopt more fees on
international
routes, they
should be able to
further improve
ancillary
revenues, the study suggested. The
author notes passengers are
happily paying extra fees on
Norwegian Air tickets between the
U.S. and Europe, after buying
bargain base fares.
“Some may mourn the passing of
simpler times when a long haul
ticket price included the promise
of a checked bag, seat assignment,
and an oftentimes inedible meal,”
the study said. “But consumer
behavior supports the popularity
of seat-only tickets that deliver a
lower price.”
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The Wisdom of those who fly
1. There is no problem so complex that it cannot simply be blamed on the pilot. ~ Dr Earl Weiner
2. To invent an airplane is nothing. To build one is something. To fly is everything. ~ Otto Lilienthal
3. Safety second is my motto. ~ Locklear
4. Speed is life, altitude is life insurance.
5. The man who flies an airplane ... must believe in the unseen. ~ Richard Bach
6. There is no excuse for an airplane unless it will fly fast! ~ Roscoe Turner
7. The ships hung in the sky in much the same way that bricks don’t. ~ Douglas Adams
8. Aviation is proof, that given the will, we have the capacity to achieve the impossible. ~ Rickenbacker
9. Flying is like sex —I’ve never had all I wanted but occasionally I’ve had all I could stand. ~ Stephen
Coonts
10. The desire for safety stands against every great and noble enterprise. ~ Cornelius Tactitus (circa AD 56)
11. Aviation in itself is not inherently dangerous. But to an even greater degree than the sea, it is terribly
unforgiving of any carelessness, incapacity or neglect.
12. Lady, you want me to answer you if this old airplane is safe to fly? Just how in the world do you think it
got to be this old? ~ Jim Tavenner
13. If you are looking for perfect safety, you will do well to sit on a fence and watch the birds; but if you
really wish to learn, you must mount a machine and become acquainted with its tricks by actual trial. ~
Wilbur Wright, 1901.
14. The highest art form of all is a human being in control of himself and his airplane in flight, urging the
spirit of a machine to match his own. ~Richard Bach, ‘A Gift OfWings’
15. The greatest danger in flying is starving to death. ~ Earl C. Reed of the T-L-R Flying Circus
16. When the weight of the paper equals the weight of the airplane, only then you can go flying. ~ Donald
Douglas
17. In flying I have learned that carelessness and overconfidence are usually far more dangerous than
deliberately accepted risks. ~ Wilbur Wright, September 1900.
18. I fly because it releases my mind from the tyranny of petty things. ~ Antoine de St-Exupéry
19. Any damned fool can criticize, but it takes a genius to design it in the first place. ~ Edgar Schmued
20. When asked by someone how much money flying takes: Why, all of it! ~ Gordon Baxter
21. The important thing in aeroplanes is that they shall be speedy. ~ Baron Manfred Von Richthofen
22.. The aeroplane will never fly. ~ Lord haldane, Minister ofWar, Britain, 1907
23. What freedom lies in flying, what Godlike power it gives to men… I lose all consciousness in this strong
unmortal space crowded with beauty, pierced with danger. ~ Charles A. Lindbergh
24. It is hard enough for anyone to map out a course of action and stick to it, particularly in the face of the desires
of one’s friends; but it is doubly hard for an aviator to stay on the ground waiting for just the right moment to go
into the air. ~ Glenn Curtiss, 1909.
25. To put your life in danger from time to time... breeds a saneness in dealing with day-to-day trivialities. ~
Nevil Shute
26. Aviation records don’t fall until someone is willing to mortgage the present for the future. ~ Amelia Earhart
27. Real planes use only a single stick to fly. This is why bulldozers & helicopters—in that order —need two. ~
Paul Slattery
28. Airplanes are near perfect, all they lack is the ability to forgive ~ Richard Collins
29. The exhilaration of flying is too keen, the pleasure too great, for it to be neglected as a sport ~ Orville Wright
30. The Cub is the safest airplane in the world; it can just barely kill you. ~ Max Stanley, Northrop test pilot
31. The bulk of mankind is as well equipped for flying as thinking. ~ Jonathon Swift
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Will U.S. airlines continue their winning streak?
Madhu Unnikrishnan | Aviation Week & Space Technology
Reprinted courtesy of the RUPANEWS

I

t was not that long ago that experts wrote off the
U.S. airline industry as moribund and skilled only
at losing money. In fact, Warren Buffett, the
legendary investor who heads the Berkshire
Hathaway investment fund, in a 2007 letter to
investors said, “If a farsighted capitalist had been
present at Kitty Hawk, he would have done his
successors a huge favor by shooting Orville Wright
down.”
What a difference a few years makes. Buffett himself
changed course, and in November invested more
than $1.3 billion in the four largest U.S. carriers,
American Airlines, Delta Air Lines, Southwest
Airlines and United Airlines. Wall Street now thinks,
after years of industry consolidation and a new
generation of management that is focused on making
money rather than grabbing market share, that the
airline industry has turned a corner. And U.S. airlines
buoyed that confidence again in 2016 by turning
another year of profits across the board.
Airline management concurs. Delta compares itself
not to airlines but to other “high-value” industrial
companies. And American CEO Doug Parker’s
confidence is almost unbridled. “This is dramatically
different,” Parker says of the industry. “I think it’s
highly unlikely you’ll ever see losses in this business
again,” referring to systemic, long-term losses.
“We’re in a whole new world.”
But can the good times continue to roll? In 2008,
U.S. Co airlines reeled from oil prices that spiked to
almost $150 per barrel, but for many years since then
benefited from crude oil prices that hovered around
$40 per barrel. But now oil prices have begun to
creep upward and signs suggest they may continue to
rise, most recently after the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) cartel
announced in November that it would cut production
to mop up what it calls a glut of oil in the global
market. Still, analysts believe most U.S. airlines are
basing their business models on oil prices of $70-80
per barrel, so even the recent rise may not affect next
year’s profits. Airlines, of course, benefited from the
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consolidation that created four mega- carriers at the
top of the market, but that is only part of the story.
The other piece has been capacity discipline, as
management teams focus on matching supply with
demand. In the first four months of 2017, the U.S.
industry is expected to add only 3% more capacity,
according to an analysis by Wolfe Research analyst
Hunter Keay. The exception to this is Southwest,
which, due to fleet up gauging from the retirement of
Boeing 737 Classics to larger Boeing 737-800s, is
expected to increase capacity 4% next year.
The three big international carriers—American,
Delta and United—have been proactive in adjusting
their networks outside the U.S. All three have
trimmed capacity into Latin America, as economies
there continue to sputter. They have expanded
service in Asia and rebalanced their networks in the
region toward China. United and Delta are
continuing to scale down their operations at Tokyo’s
Narita International Airport in favor of direct flights
to China and elsewhere in Asia. And American,
which had long lagged the other two in the region, is
focusing more on Asia-Pacific routes, particularly
from its gateway hub in Los Angeles.
The transatlantic market remains overserved,
especially as European low-cost carriers such as
Norwegian and Wow Air and the three Gulf-based
airlines increase service on those routes. U.S. carriers
are expected to draw down capacity across the
Atlantic by 2% in the first four months of 2017,
Keay notes.
And then there is Southwest, which is busy
expanding its relatively new international network.
The carrier plans to add routes to Mexico, the
Caribbean and the northern tier of South America in
2017. And in a first for the company, it will begin
interlining and codesharing with other airlines, which
will increase its reach in “far international markets,”
says Dave Harvey, Southwest managing director of
business development.
Prudence about capacity and keeping an eye on costs
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is maintaining the industry’s success, but that success
is the result of consolidation. And on this front, the
industry still has work to do. Delta started the wave
of consolidation in 2009 with its merger with
Northwest, and it is the carrier whose merger is most
complete. The other three are in various stages of
completion. American is putting the finishing touches
on its 2013 merger with US Airways. In 2017, the
carrier will cut over its crew scheduling and
maintenance operations. Southwest also is in the final
stretch of its 2010 merger with AirTran Airways. One
of the final pieces of the puzzle will fall into place in
2017 when the Dallas-based airline will centralize its
current domestic, international and legacy AirTran
reservations systems into a single system. Even
United, thought to be the laggard of the bunch,
appears to be turning a corner under the management
of CEO Oscar Munoz. Munoz, who was on the job
just one month in 2015 before health issues sidelined
him, returning to the carrier in March 2016 after a
heart transplant. This summer, United stole a march
on American by hiring away that carrier’s president,
Scott Kirby, to serve in the same role.
That is the top of the industry, but one tier down

consolidation may be just beginning. Alaska Airlines
and Virgin America are set to merge, now that the
Justice Department has approved the deal, creating a
carrier with a strong presence on the West Coast and
on transcontinental flights in the U.S. The Virgin
America- Alaska merger is the first in the middle tier
of airlines, which also includes JetBlue Airways and
Hawaiian Airlines.
“There is still room for a fifth airline,” PwC’s
Jonathan Kletzel said last June. “There is probably
more room in [this middle tier] for consolidation.”
Regulators are unlikely to approve one of the four
largest airlines acquiring a smaller competitor, but the
middle tier remains fair game. JetBlue, for instance,
lost out to Alaska in acquiring Virgin America, The
New York-based carrier has declined to say whether
another acquisition target is in its sights, but analysts
believe it could be looking for a new partner.
Among the ultra-low-cost carriers, such as Spirit
Airlines, Frontier Airlines and Allegiant Air, PwC’s
Bryan Terry says mergers could be a few years off:
“Those airlines are still in growth mode.”
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United focusing on domestic business, targeted fares in 2017
By Lauren Zumbach/Chicago Tribune Reprinted courtesy of the RUPANEWS

A

fter years of focusing on its international
flights, United will turn its attention to
domestic routes in 2017. The course correction is one
of several developments for United as CEO Oscar
Munoz embarks on what essentially will be his first
full calendar year on the job.
Munoz took over as CEO during fall 2015 after
predecessor Jeff Smisek resigned amid a federal
corruption investigation, but Munoz spent the first
months of 2016 recovering from a heart attack and
subsequent transplant. In the months after, United
dealt with a proxy fight with investors and
contentious labor negotiations. But now, all United's
domestic unionized employees have contracts that no
longer divide them based on which airline they'd
worked before United's 6-year-old merger with
Continental. The airline has a new leadership team
under Munoz and plans for a more reliable, more
profitable United. That plan includes a renewed
focus on domestic flight operations.
Overseas routes are a larger chunk of the business at
United than at competitors like Delta Air Lines and
American Airlines, said Helane Becker, managing
director and senior research analyst at Cowen and
Co. A few years ago, that made sense. Those
international flights were more profitable. But over
the last few years, the market has grown more
competitive for both budget and first-class
international travelers, Becker said. Carriers like
Emirates have luxurious cabins for first-class
travelers, while Norwegian Air Shuttle and Iceland's
Wow Air offer budget-friendly transatlantic flights
on a no-frills model similar to Spirit Airlines and
Allegiant Air in the U.S. "United still wants to be a
big international player, but that's a tougher market
right now so they want to be bigger domestically,
both because that's a good place to be and because
they need it to properly feed the international
market," said Seth Kaplan, managing partner of
industry newsletter Airline Weekly. As United works
to win back market share from U.S. rivals in its
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domestic hubs, it will beef up routes that got stuck
with smaller regional jets and less-desirable
schedules while the airline's attention was elsewhere,
airline President Scott Kirby said.
Plans for domestic hubs with more destinations,
more flights and bigger planes will take years to
complete, but some changes are already underway.
United will begin flying to new destinations out of
Chicago's O'Hare International Airport — mostly to
smaller Midwest cities, but a few longer routes will
include flights to San Jose, Calif., starting March 9.
The airline also expects to begin changing the way it
schedules flights to make it easier for passengers to
take connecting flights both east and west without
long layovers. Under the new system, flights would
arrive and depart in concentrated waves, rather than
being spread evenly throughout the day. It's a more
expensive way to operate, and airlines previously
thought cities like Chicago were big enough that
airlines could focus on local travelers rather than
connectors, Kirby said. But United now thinks the
potential revenue gains outweigh the extra cost.
"This isn't about carrying more passengers in
nonstop markets, it's about competing for the sum of
a whole bunch of small markets," said Kirby, who
was at American Airlines when it brought a similar
system to O'Hare a little over a year ago. And while
batching flights in groups of arrivals, followed by
groups of departures — rather than mixing the two
— might sound like a recipe for more hectic airports,
Kirby argues it eases congestion on the tarmac and
should help reliability.
Passengers also will start seeing extra options when
booking tickets. United's basic economy fares, which
offer an economy seat without some of the standard
economy perks like overhead bin space, are set to go
on sale early in 2017, with the first flights in the
second quarter. Basic economy is in part about
fending off competition from budget carriers, but it's
also a way to put a price tag on more in-flight
services. But that doesn't mean fares will get
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cheaper. Basic economy fares
likely will be similar to the
cheapest economy tickets today.
"We consider the advent of Basic
Economy as one of the industry's
most creative revenue
enhancements since the advent of
bag fees," J.P. Morgan's airline
analysts wrote in a report on
United, praising the airline's
decision to make its basic fares
more restrictive than Delta's —
and more likely to convince
corporate travelers to "buy up."
At the other end of the travel
spectrum, international fliers are
starting to get a taste of United's
updated long-haul business class
service, called Polaris. "We're
finally giving customers the ability
to pay for what they value on (the
basic economy) end, and now
we're also doing it at the other
end," said Julia Haywood, United's
executive vice president and chief
commercial officer. Outfitting all
United's planes with the new seats
designed for

Polaris will take time, but
customers will start to see them in
spring 2017, said Maria Walter,
United's managing director of
product and brand strategy.
Polaris-specific lounges will be
built in nine United hubs — one is
already open at O'Hare — and
major cities over the next two
years. There likely also will be
new products in between economy
and Polaris. Haywood said United
wants to offer a premium economy
class, but is still working out what
that might look like.
Additionally, the airline still is
working on modernizing the
technology it uses to set fares,
with the first phase of changes
expected in the second half of
2017. Systems that can better
assess how much passengers are
willing to pay for tickets could
lead to higher fares on peak travel
day flights that often sell out, but
could also mean lower fares on
flights with empty seats, Kirby
said. United also said it is trying to
catch up to rival Delta when it

comes to getting passengers and
bags to their destinations on time.
The share of United flights that
arrive on time has been improving.
But United officials say they still
want to cut the time it takes to prep
an arriving aircraft for its next
flight — United takes about 6
percent longer than its
competitors. Basic economy could
help by freeing up overhead bin
space and reducing the number of
bags checked at the gate, said Greg
Hart, United's executive vice
president and chief operations
officer. United also is revamping
its maintenance program to reduce
equipment-related delays, he said.
"There have always been these
questions about why United tends
to lag the industry — is it
something they can fix, or is it
something structural?" Kaplan
said. "Now we're really going to
get a chance to see, because they
have some of the best people in the
industry running the place now."
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United's new airport lounges
By Peter Frost/Crain’s Chicago Business.11/30/2016
Reprinted courtesy of the RUPANEWS

U

nited Airlines unveiled at O'Hare International Airport the first of nine global first- and business-class
clubs. The 12,700-square-foot club in Terminal 1's Concourse B, called the United Polaris lounge, is
part of a $50 million-plus investment by United to remodel and update its premium offerings at O'Hare.
The Chicago-based airline, which also is renovating three of its United Clubs here, is aiming to update its
luxury experiences for its higher-paying and best customers. The Polaris lounges, the majority of which will
be completed in 2017, tie in with the airline's effort to overhaul its entire business-class experience, which
will continue in the premium cabins in its new wide-body aircraft. United is scheduled to take delivery of its
first upgraded airplane, a Boeing 777-300, in early 2017.
The Polaris lounge spaces will be available only to United customers who purchase premium-cabin seating
on United or its Star Alliance-operated flights. The lounges aim to replicate the experience of a four-star
hotel, with high-end touches such as marble floors, elevated food and beverage offerings, concierge services
and other perks. All food, drinks and services are covered under the cost of a premium-cabin ticket.
Here are 19 fun facts about the O'Hare Polaris club:
1) The 12,000-square-foot lounge has 12 large, individual restrooms with extra room for customers with
carry-on bags.
2) There are six “shower suites,” full, extra-large restrooms with showers, Saks Fifth Avenue-branded towels
and slippers, for customers seeking to clean up after an international flight.
3) Four “relaxation suites” outfitted with leather chaise lounges, blankets and pillows allow customers to nap
or relax in between flights. White noise is pumped into the semiprivate rooms.
4) A self-serve gourmet buffet designed by chefArt Smith offers composed dishes such as sandwiches,
salads and small entrees, as well as a make-your-own salad bar featuring high-end ingredients.
5) The 160-person seating area has a mix of work seating with marble tables, lounge-like upholstered chairs
for relaxing and semiprivate cubes that mimic the premium-class seating on United's new aircraft.
6) A long L-shaped bar pours eight beers on tap, including local selections from Two Brothers and
Revolution, as well as wines chosen by a master sommelier.
7) Bartenders mix from a list of 14 specialty cocktails developed by nine well-known bartenders led by
Chicago's Adam Seger, the mixologist in residence at the Art Institute of Chicago and creator of the Balsam
line of craft spirits.
8) Good luck finding “rail” liquor. Bartenders at the Polaris lounge carry craft spirits like Boyd & Blair
Potato Vodka from Pennsylvania and Aviation American Gin from Oregon.
9) Other high-end booze is available, including American and Scotch whiskeys such as
Whistle Pig and Auchentoshan.
10) A full-time barista offers a choice of custom-made Illy espresso drinks.
11) Art Smith, who rose to fame as Oprah Winfrey's personal chef, will serve some of his greatest hits to
diners a la carte, such as fried chicken, shrimp and grits, and hummingbird cake.
12) Breaking from airport convention, all the food served in the lounge will be prepared and cooked on-site
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in a fully operational kitchen. Most airport food is
prepared off-site and heated prior to serving.
13) Other airports that will get Polaris lounges:
London Heathrow, Hong Kong International, Tokyo
Narita, Los Angeles International, San Francisco
International, Houston's George Bush
Intercontinental, Washington Dulles International and
Newark Liberty International.
14) The space is filled with marble: It's on the floors,
wall paneling, the bar and tables.
15) Hours of operation are 7:15 a.m. to 9 p.m., seven
days a week.
16) Customers have access to a full-service
concierge, who can purchase theater tickets, arrange
ground transportation and book hotel rooms, among

other things.
17) Customers who use the shower suites can have
their suits, shirts or dresses pressed within about five
minutes.
18) There's only one television! “That's very
intentional,” said Michael Landers, United's
managing director of airport lounges. “Our Polaris
customers found the TVs in our other lounges to be
an annoyance. They want to be in here to relax or be
productive."
19) United worked on the new lounge design for
more than two years before building the Chicago
lounge.

United May Amend $12.4 Billion Airbus Deal to Take Smaller Jets
by Michael Sasso and Julie Johnsson/Novem ber 30, 2016 - Bloomberg News

Reprinted courtesy of the RUPANEWS

CFO Levy says A350-1000s may be swapped for
smaller aircraft. Carrier also is considering the Max
10X that Boeing may build.
United Continental Holdings Inc. may convert a
$12.4 billion order for Airbus Group SE’s largest
twin- engine jet to smaller long-range models. It’s
also interested in a new Boeing 737 Max that’s still
on the drawing board.
Those are among the multibillion-dollar changes
under consideration as a new management team
reviews the Chicago-based carrier’s order portfolio
and revamps its fleet strategy, Chief
Financial Officer Andrew Levy said in an interview.
The goal: to close a profit gap with Delta Air Lines
Inc. and American Airlines Group Inc.
United is weighing the conversion ofAirbus A3501000s as it looks to replace its fleet of 747 jumbo
jets. The carrier could switch to a smaller version of
the aircraft, or even the mid-sized A330. That would
dent Airbus’s order book, since
United is the second-largest customer for the -1000
variant, which took its first flight last week. The
airline is also studying the so-called Max 10X, a
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stretch of Boeing’s largest 737, after deferring 61 of
the company’s smallest jets this month. The support
from a blue-chip airline customer may help the
planemaker close the business case for the proposed
new variant, intended to help catch up to sales of
Airbus’s A321neo.
“These fleet decisions are big, they affect your
balance sheet for a long time,” Levy, 47, said in the
interview at United’s Chicago headquarters. “These
are big capital decisions that you have to live with for
a really long time, so you need to make sure you get
it right.”
The A350-1000 has only garnered 195 total orders,
according to Airbus’s website. Qatar Airways is the
largest customer for the jet, which is similar in size to
Boeing’s 777-300ER. An Airbus representative
declined to comment.
Scrapping current jet orders altogether is unlikely
because it would be too costly, Levy said. United
plans to accept delivery of 14 of Boeing’s ultra-long
777-300ER, the first of which is due to arrive within
weeks. That is a “done deal,” he said.
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You think English is easy?
Homographs are words of like spelling but with more than one meaning. And a homograph that is
also pronounced differently is a heteronym.

1) The bandage was wound around the wound.
2) The farm was used to produce produce
3) The dump was so full that it had to refuse more refuse
4) We must polish the Polish furniture
5) He could lead if he would get the lead out
6) The soldier decided to desert his dessert in the desert
7) Since there is no time like the present, he thought it was time to present the present
8) A bass was painted on the head of the bass drum
9) When shot at, the dove dove into the bushes.
10) I did not object to the object .
11) The insurance was invalid for the invalid.
12) There was a row among the oarsmen about how to row.
13) They were too close to the door to close it.
14) The buck does funny things when the does are present.
15) A seamstress and a sewer fell down into a sewer line.
16) To help with planting, the farmer taught his sow to sow.
17) The wind was too strong for me to wind the sail.
18) Upon seeing the tear in the painting I shed a tear.
19) I had to subject the subject to a series of tests.
20) How can I intimate this to my most intimate friend?

speakers should be committed to an asylum
Let's face it - English is a crazy language. There is English
the verbally insane. In what language do
no egg in eggplant, nor ham in hamburger; neither for
people
at a play and play at a recital? Ship
apple nor pine in pineapple. English muffins by truckrecite
and
send
cargo by ship? Have noses that
weren't invented in England or French fries in run and feet that smell?
How can a slim chance
France. Sweetmeats are candies while sweetbreads, and a fat chance be the same,
while a wise man and
which aren't sweet, are meat. We take English for a wise guy are opposites? English
was invented by
granted. But if we explore its paradoxes, we find people, not computers, and it reflects
creativity
that quicksand can work slowly, boxing rings are of the human race, which, of course, isthe
not
a race at
square and a guinea pig is neither from Guinea nor all. That is why, when the stars are out, they
are
is it a pig.
visible,
but
when
the
lights
are
out,
they
are
And why is it that writers write but fingers don't invisible.
fing, grocers don't groce and hammers don't ham?
If the plural of tooth is teeth, why isn't the plural of
booth, beeth? One goose, 2 geese. So one moose, 2 You lovers of the English language might enjoy
meese? One index, 2 indices? Doesn't it seem this.
crazy that you can make amends but not one There is a two-letter word that perhaps has more
amend? If you have a bunch of odds and ends and meanings than any other two-letter word, and that
get rid of all but one of them, what do you call it? is 'UP.' It's easy to understand UP , meaning
If teachers taught, why didn't preachers praught? If toward the sky or at the top of the list, but when we
a vegetarian eats vegetables, what does a awaken in the morning, why do we wake UP? At a
humanitarian eat? Sometimes I think all the
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meeting, why does a topic come UP? Why do we speak UP and why are the officers UP for election and
why is it UP to the secretary to write UP a report? We call UP our friends. And we use it to brighten UP a
room, polish UP the silver; we warm UP the leftovers and clean UP the kitchen. We lock UP the house and
some guys fix UP the old car. At other times the little word has real special meaning. People stir UP
trouble, line UP for tickets, work UP an appetite, and think UP excuses. To be dressed is one thing, but to
be dressed UP is special.. A drain must be opened UP because it is stopped UP. We open UP a store in the
morning but we close it UP at night. We seem to be pretty mixed UP about UP! To be knowledgeable about
the proper uses of UP, look the word UP in the dictionary. In a desk-sized dictionary, it takes UP almost
1/4th of the page and can add UP to about thirty definitions. If you are UP to it, you might try building UP
a list of the many ways UP is used. It will take UP a lot of your time, but if you don't give UP , you may
wind UP with a hundred or more. When it threatens to rain, we say it is clouding UP. When the sun comes
out we say it is clearing UP When it rains, it wets the earth and often messes things UP. When it doesn't
rain for awhile, things dry UP. One could go on and on, but I'll wrap it UP, for now my time is UP, so......it
is time to shut UP!

We'll say it AGAIN!!!
To check your dues status go to the Golden Eagles website at
www.thegoldeneagles.org (.org, not .com), go to the Membership section, then
click on the Roster Download prompt, you will need the current password to
access these rosters and it is "mach", then click on >>Full Data Roster
04/01/2017.
The roster will then download to a location of your choosing, recommend your
desktop for easy access. Go to your name in the roster and the year listed is
the year you are paid up through.
The membership section of the website also provides complete instructions for
paying your dues electronically by credit card using the forms on the website.
We much prefer that you pay in this manner since it greatly reduces the
workload on our volunteer worker bees!
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The Secretary’s Report and other
rants...
“Those are my principles, and if you don't like
them...well I have others.” ― Groucho
Regarding time spent on Golden Eagles business, what
I find myself primarily occupied with is maintaining
the membership database. In addition, since Shaun’s
“retirement” from the post of Golden Contrails Editor,
I’ve been trying to turn out a publication worthy of the
leadership and high standards that he set in that post,
as well as his service as a past President.
The database has evolved into a pretty useful tool, but
relies on you to provide updates to any change in your
contact info - and - equally on my fat fingers to type it
in correctly. You might want to keep an eye on the
rosters to make sure that I got it right. Remember the
famous Cold War slogan, “Trust but VERIFY”.

A

We continue to need volunteers for various things.
This is an Officer election year and all positions are
open except for President, which is automatically
filled by the current President-Elect,Tom Doherty
(BUT we do need a new President-Elect who will
automatically become President in 2019). PLEASE
consider stepping forward for any position, or even as
a “helper”. We do rely on email for “comms” within
the Executive Council as well as with individual
members, so basic computer skills are needed for
effective participation.

London lawyer runs a stop sign and gets
pulled over by an Irish cop.

He thinks that he is smarter than the cop because he
is a lawyer from LONDON and is certain that he
has a better education then any Irish cop. He
decides to prove this to himself and have some fun
at the Irish cop's expense!
Irish cop says, "License and registration, please."
London Lawyer says, "What for?"
Irish cop says, "Ye didnae come to a complete stop
at the stop sign."
London Lawyer says,"I slowed down, and no one
was coming."
Irish cop says, "Ye still didnae come to a complete
stop. License and registration, please"
London Lawyer says, "What's the difference?"

Irish cop says, "The difference is, ye huvte come to
stop, that's the law. License and
During our careers, we spent hours in the crew room complete
registration,
please!"
listening to “tall tales”. For sure, some of them may
not be appropriate for our more currently “refined” London Lawyer says, "If you can show me the legal
tastes, but we know you’ve been telling these stories difference between slow down and stop, I'll give
to you friends and neighbors over the years, so loosen you my license and registration and you give me the
up and send us something to print. This is supposed to ticket. If not, you let me go and don't give me the
be entertaining, so we (probably) won’t “call you out” ticket."
for any outrageous “exaggerations”.
Irish cop says, "Sounds fair. Exit your vehicle, sir."

Gary

The London Lawyer exits his vehicle.
The Irish cop takes out his baton and starts beating
the living “daylights” out of the lawyer and says,
"Daeye want me to stop or just slow down? "
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Grand Canyon in winter by Shaun Ryan

